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Zeitgeist is a mind heist – venus project is a scam ?

Just another WordPress.com weblog
 
 

Zeitgeisters believe they are the smartest people alive

I have noticed a lot of arrogance in their discussions on their forums, in their
comments on youtube and facebook, even on blogs.

According to their incredibly self important belief in themselves, only the smartest

people understand zeitgeist and the Resource Based Economy.
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I got a few things to say about that, I understand it and completely disagree with it,
so perhaps that makes me even smarter than the zeitards.

Or maybe those who do understand it and choose not to follow it blindly or talk
about it are the smartest ?

Or maybe those who have never heard of it but do things for humanity that are
actually useful and important are smarter ?

Or maybe people who don’t spam blogs, youtube videos and peoples facebook
posts with their self righteous opinions about how fucking smart they are are smarter
?

Just saying, now fuck off.

~ by anticultist on August 4, 2011.

Posted in Zeitgeist venus project conspiracies 

Tags: anonymous, Jacque Fresco, neil kiernan stephenson, peter joseph merola, venus project, VTV, youtube, zeitgeist

32 Responses to “Zeitgeisters believe they are the smartest people alive”

1. That makes no sense…the whole point is to do something bigger than yourself…and all yo can think about is how to turn it into a

personal attack on yourself…..you’re probably smart enough to understand it, but too ignorant and shallow to know that money

and greed should never be made to be the motivation of a well operating society……now, YOU STFU you silly sheep
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smarterthanyou said this on August 12, 2011 at 12:40 am | Reply

Attack dogs are here though aren’t they ^^ some people just make my argument that much more easier by opening their
mouths.

anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 2:00 pm | Reply

2. Severe insecurity complex guy? Obsession with defamation much? You sound pretty self-important and arrogant yourself. Maybe

you should fuck off.

Sean said this on August 20, 2011 at 12:16 am | Reply

Nice plastic psyche analysis attempt you did there, didn’t prove effective but good try.

anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 1:37 pm | Reply

3. man…you’d dedicate a whole blog to hate on an organization? I get where you’re coming from but even I wouldn’t start a blog
dedicated to tearing down groups of people I don’t approve of. With all due respect, I wouldn’t waste my time.

Kayson said this on August 28, 2011 at 4:04 pm | Reply

Then don’t waste your time no one asked you to. Meanwhile I have put together lots of stuff on here for others to check out, trot

along.

anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 1:35 pm | Reply

4. It’s tragic to see people get lost in arguments over “who is smarter,” especially when it is irrelevant to the discussion of how to run

the world, given that everybody deserves to have equally considered input. Perhaps the most disappointing thing about TZM and

TVP is that they actually do provide useful information and make good points worthy of consideration, but then immediately

render these points moot by behaving contrary to the very ideals they profess! For instance, in a perfect structure worthy of the
ideals they uphold, the TZM would not have one leader, or even regional leaders, but would consist of a rotating group of

members who periodically shift rank and control based solely on a basis of merit and fairness, with an emphasis on discussion of

all types of suggestions and structures within which to redesign the world. I, for one, neither agree with this blog completely nor

disavow it as untrue, which is the same atitude I hold for TZM, for one simple reason–all information is useful when forming

opinions and should not be ignored, even if you disagree with it (in part or entirety).

What is particularly sad is how useful, informative, and thought provoking the films are/were before any sort of organized
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What is particularly sad is how useful, informative, and thought provoking the films are/were before any sort of organized

movement comes into play surrounding them.

Mitch said this on August 31, 2011 at 12:40 am | Reply

5. lol what is the point in this? there is no actual information and no facts refuting zeitgeist in the slightest. instead of writing dumb

shit you could realize how the system really works

anon said this on September 7, 2011 at 7:02 pm | Reply

You mean like you do, being the world economic expert that you are haha CUNT

anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 1:33 pm | Reply

6. actually you didn’t mention any false thing that the zeitgeist movement getting forward…

you just mentioned that you are smarter than them…

and you base that statement on what?

stuk88 said this on September 26, 2011 at 11:15 pm | Reply

Try again, this time with more gusto and less fabrication.

anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 1:59 pm | Reply

7. I have read much of what you have written on this site, however, one thing I haven’t come across is your opinion on:
1. The current state of society

2. How you would improve society
3. What are you currently doing to improve society

4. Is there anything in Zeitgeist Addendum/Moving Forward that you agree with?
Thanks.

Andy said this on October 20, 2011 at 2:25 pm | Reply

I have no solutions as I have said many times I am not conceited enough to believe I can figure all the worlds problems out and

create a solution that works for every human being on the planet, I leave that for the egotistical maniacs and would be pol pots
of this planet.
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anticultist said this on October 22, 2011 at 1:30 pm | Reply

8. Yeah… Whoever you are, you’re a fucking idiot. You can’t use proper English, make logical arguments, or even keep your mouth

shut about topics which you know nothing of. Haha. It’s mostly amusing… and kind of sad.

lauly said this on December 14, 2011 at 3:54 am | Reply

Lauly Lauly loly

anticultist said this on December 18, 2011 at 10:44 am | Reply

9. the asshole who made this shity blog is MORE STUPID COMPARED WUITH A DRY PIECE OF SHIT. SHUT UP FUCKING
SLAVE!!!!!!!!!!

GOD said this on December 15, 2011 at 6:42 am | Reply

wow even religious cranks like god are taking offense to my pissing on zeitards.

anticultist said this on December 18, 2011 at 10:45 am | Reply

10. lol ur a troll good job brother

mrjammy said this on December 23, 2011 at 1:41 am | Reply

Can’t troll my own blog, think you might have it the wrong way round kiddo.

anticultist said this on December 25, 2011 at 12:18 pm | Reply

Hater of the year award goes to the douche that started this blog. Sounds like ur jealous that people dont listen to u like

they do these movements.

Cultist said this on December 30, 2011 at 9:52 pm

Intelligence is clearly not your strongest asset.

anticultist said this on January 2, 2012 at 10:57 am

11. @anticultist
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you are 100% right, maybee you are smarter than all Zeitgeisters together :p

thank you for your geat work
greetings from germany

Rainer said this on January 14, 2012 at 6:40 pm | Reply

12. wow.. not even a single intelligent comment from zeitgeist cult followers. if i were peter joseph, i would kill myself out of shame.

Ian said this on January 23, 2012 at 9:19 pm | Reply

is not a cult you dry piece of shit. AND, PLEASE DO THE WORLD A FAVOR, PRETEND YOU ARE PJ AND KILL
YOURSELF, POOR BASTARD

AGUSTIN MIRANDA said this on January 24, 2012 at 6:59 pm | Reply

Anger management issues from the cult members rear their head once again. The peace loving hippy space cult who want
a world that is good for all, but if you don’t agree or want the same things as they do “you will be annihilated or you can go

kill yourself”.

Zeitards are their own worst enemies.

anticultist said this on January 24, 2012 at 11:14 pm

you talk money THAT IS FAR WORST THAN SHIT. DONT SUFFER THE CHANGE IS INMINENT

AGUSTIN MIRANDA said this on January 25, 2012 at 4:49 am

Go away and learn English better and try not to CAPS rage as much, you might have more people take you a little more

seriously in discussions,. After that drop the cataclysmic fantasy and the doom porn, and learn how the real world works as
opposed to how you believe it works based on conspiracies, you might even be talked to with less contempt and satire after
that. Until then your comments are worthless here.

anticultist said this on January 25, 2012 at 6:12 am

YOU IGNORANT, I KNOW ENOUGH ENGLISH TO LET YOU KNOW WHAT A BIG GARBAGE YOU ARE. POOR
ASSHOLE. THE REAL CHANGE IS UNSTOPABLE. YOU ARE JUST AN INSIGNIFICANT RAT
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AGUSTIN MIRANDA said this on January 25, 2012 at 7:05 am

I had to allow this last comment, look at the sheer fucking stupidity of the person, they represent zeitgeist so efficiently and
eloquently that one wonders why they haven’t had more success yet. LOL.

anticultist said this on January 25, 2012 at 4:21 pm

yeah, that’s what i’m talking about. not even one intelligent comment? there is much power in mass media and people like
peter joseph should have known better and should have been more careful with that power. my dislike for zeitgeist is

personal because i watched as it plunged a friend of mine further into depression, and i could do nothing about it although i
tried. i wasn’t even aware that this had become a full-blown movement until about a year ago and what i saw shocked the
hell out of me at first but now i’ve grown to recognize it. i call it a cult because it seems to have an identity of it’s own. all

this “what’s your solution?” referring to people as “humans” in a way that gives me the creeps, not to mention these hateful
outbursts like those most recent comments up there. all this “who’s paying you?” paranoia, acting like the movies are some

kind of bible or holy grail (i only watched the first one by the way so feel free to condemn me for being an ignorant dry
piece of shit, hahahah, fuck your movies man, and fuck peter joseph too). i’m a student of mass communications by the
way and zeitgeist could make a good example of “the dangers of irresponsible journalism in the present day”. peter joseph

has really fucked this one up. i wonder what his solution is?

Ian said this on January 26, 2012 at 2:07 pm

13. Just a thought… some “government”s or organizations pay people like this one to sow dissent. Only fools and madmen can deny

reason (known fact from over 4000 years ago; Solomon)… even those paid to do it are fools and madmen

google: “only a fool can deny reason”, read, think

w0lfshad3 said this on April 20, 2012 at 7:26 am | Reply

You think I am paid to laugh at idiots who believe in nonsense ?

Must be a nice job to get paid to laugh at foolish people on the internet, let me know if you find someone willing to pay me,
because at the moment this is all done for my own entertainment and disagreement with conspiratards..

anticultist said this on April 20, 2012 at 1:09 pm | Reply
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